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Europeans: Germany and France still in front 

photo©Massimo Argenziano. Cross-country day has started early today at the 
FEI European Eventing Championship for young riders and juniors 
2016 presented by Saudia with the juniors first out on Giuseppe Della Chiesa's 
course. German team members Jerome Robine (Guccimo R, 33,4) and Anais 
Neumann (Pumuckel E, 38,50) retained their overnight lead finishing on their 
dressage score. Romain Sans is now in 63rd position after collecting 60 faults 
across country but left his third placing (he was in third after the dressage) in 
good hands as French Victor Levecque moved two places up the leaderboard 
with a clear round inside the time on his Phunambule Des Auges. 
Best of the Italians is Allegra Ragaini in 23rd after a clean round with Athina 
Quandolyn (52,40).  
Germany still leads the team competition with a total of 113,80. France 
(131,30) and Great Britain (134,50) follow in second and third.  
The home team finishes the day in 8th place with 201,90 points. 



Riders’ quotes 

Jerome Robine 

“It went well, but it wasn’t our best round. My horse is very young and it’s only 
his second CCI. He was a bit green at times and I had to give him a little bit 
more time to judge the fences. Therefore I was always a touch behind and had 
to make up ground, but in the and we did make it with no time faults. I am 
really proud of Guccimo R”. 

Anais Neumann 

“I am really happy. It all rode exactly the way we discussed it with our trainer 
although there were places where my horse lost concentration because of the 
crowds and the scenario and I had to ride him a bit stronger”. 

Victor Levecque 

“I am really happy. My horse really raises to the occasion at big events. It's a 
pleasure to ride him as it feels like he enjoys going across the country. I only 
went one long route and just concentrated a bit more after that to make up the 
time I lost”. 
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